Partial rupture of the proximal Achilles tendon: a differential diagnostic problem in ultrasound imaging
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OBJECTIVE: The aim of this study was to determine whether ultrasound can correctly visualise partial ruptures of the proximal Achilles tendon.

METHOD: This was a prospective study in which all chronic Achilles tendon injury patients seen at three centres in Germany from 1998 to 2003 were screened. All patients with clinical and/or sonographic signs of abnormalities in the region of the proximal third of the Achilles tendon and tendomuscular junction were included in the analysis. Each of these cases was evaluated by ultrasound following an assessment protocol. Patients with ambiguous ultrasound findings and/or clinical signs were additionally assessed by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

RESULTS: Sonomorphologic changes suggestive of an abnormality in the proximal third of the Achilles tendon were detected in 13 out of 320 patients (4.2%) with recurring Achilles tendon complaints. Thirteen patients had clinical signs but no sonographic changes in the tendon. The sonographic diagnosis was correct in 19 cases. In six of the 26 cases studied, MRI was needed to establish the correct diagnosis of partial intratendinous rupture of the proximal Achilles tendon. Sensitivity was 0.5, specificity was 0.81, and the overall agreement of the ultrasound examination was 61.5%. All patients were asymptomatic at follow-up at a mean of 14 months (range 12–17 months) after surgery.

CONCLUSIONS: Ultrasound is a useful tool for evaluation of proximal Achilles tendon complaints. However, ultrasound is not sufficiently reliable for diagnosis of all pathologies, especially partial ruptures of the Achilles tendon. Thus, the definitive diagnosis must be established by MRI.

METHODS

All patients presenting with proximal Achilles tendon complaints during the period 1998 to 2003 were screened prospectively. Their clinical status, sonomorphologic features (longitudinal and transverse tendon diameter, thickness of the peritendineum, calcification, accumulation of fluid, tendon continuity), clinical findings (swelling, bruising, tenderness, signs of rupture, site of pain), and history data (trauma, duration and characteristics of pain, sports history) were evaluated.

Ultrasound procedure

A 7.5 MHz linear transducer was used to generate images of the Achilles tendon in horizontal and transverse planes on both the affected and contralateral side. Adara and Sonoline Prima SLC devices were used (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). A 10 MHz linear transducer was also available for additional studies as needed. Each patient was examined prone, with the feet in a neutral position, followed by a dynamic ultrasound examination.

MRI procedure

The 13 patients with ultrasound findings suggestive of proximal tendon injuries were additionally assessed by MRI. MRI images were obtained using T1 and T2 weighted sequences taken at ultrafast spin echo frequencies following intravenous contrast administration.
RESULTS
Out of a total population of 320 patients, sonomorphologic changes suggestive of proximal Achilles tendon disorders were detected in 13 cases (4.2%) (table 1). Thirteen (4.2%) patients had clinical but no sonographic signs of a proximal tendon pathology.

Based on the ultrasound findings, 11 of the 26 cases were diagnosed as tendinitis and/or peritendinitis (table 2A) and one as a partial rupture. No complete Achilles tendon rupture was diagnosed by ultrasound. MRI confirmed tendinitis and/or peritendinitis as the sole pathology in seven of 26 cases, but revealed a partial rupture of the proximal Achilles tendon in five cases (table 2B).

The sensitivity of the ultrasound examination in cases of proximal pathology was 0.5, specificity was 0.81, and the overall agreement of the ultrasound examination was 61.5%. The positive and negative predictive numbers were 0.67 and 0.68, respectively. MRI confirmed that the partial rupture tentatively diagnosed by ultrasound was indeed an extensive partial rupture of the proximal Achilles tendon. The sonographic findings in these five cases are summarised in table 3.

Four of the five patients with a partial rupture of the proximal Achilles tendon were high performance athletes (sprinters). One was a recreational athlete with a very intense training schedule (club level soccer practice five times a week plus matches). He stated that he had received peritendinous cortisone injections twice in the past. All these patients had a history of Achilles tendinopathies that had been treated a mean of 9 (range 3–16) months previously. The exact diagnoses at that time could not be determined, but none of the patients had had a complete rupture. All the previous tendon disorders had been treated conservatively. Afterwards, the patients had been completely asymptomatic, even under a full training load and during active competition. All reportedly had suffered a recent minor injury that had not led to any typical rupture related symptoms. Instead, they had experienced a sudden, intense pain that quickly subsided. The symptoms later increased continuously. The patients eventually became unable to play sports, but there were none of the typical signs of pseudoparesis. Full dorsal extension of the upper ankle was still possible but painful.

None of the patients had observed any characteristic signs of bruising or had heard an audible tearing of the tendon. In clinical examination, no dent in the tendon could be palpated. However, a point of maximum pain could be located in the region of the tendon-muscle junction. This was confirmed by applying pressure with the transducer during the ultrasound examination. The point of maximum pain was determined to lie at the site of the visualised sonomorphologic changes. The complaints persisted in spite of conservative treatment. In each case, the former complaints had occurred a mean of 15 months previously.

A prominent bump on the tendon (Haglund’s deformity) with changes in the typical herringbone echo pattern and an increase in tendon diameter were the most frequent findings of the static ultrasound examination (table 3). No complete break in tendon continuity could be detected, even in the forced dynamic assessment. Hypoechoic changes in echo texture within the tendon were detected in three of five cases. A partial break in tendon continuity was detected during the forced dynamic ultrasound assessment in one case. This tendon was additionally scanned with a 10 MHz transducer, resulting in the tentative diagnosis of a partial rupture (fig 1A,B). In each case, a narrow, hypoechoic halo, both around and within the tendon, was detected in the proximal third of the Achilles tendon (fig 2). This sign, which was visualised in both planes, was limited to the proximal tendon region (table 3). The site of this anomaly corresponded to the point of maximum pain.

In the MRI evaluation, the T1 weighted sequences revealed signal changes commensurate with the duration of symptoms: these were chronic changes with a corresponding thickening of the tendon. The T2 weighted sequences showed a zone of higher signal intensity within the intact contours of the tendon (fig 3). Based on its distribution pattern, this was interpreted as fluid that had accumulated after a partial rupture. The one partial rupture already detected by
ultrasound was also diagnosed by MRI as a partial rupture of the proximal Achilles tendon involving roughly 50% of the tendon, which was confirmed intraoperatively. In light of the athletic ambitions of the affected patient, surgical repair was performed. The rupture zone was explored at the aforementioned site, and the tendon was debrided and sutured (fig 4). The subtotal Achilles tendon rupture was repaired with minimum invasion by means of a percutaneous, transosseous suture via the calcaneus. The foot was then immobilised in a neutral position for weeks, with subsequent functional rehabilitation.

The ultrasound follow up 12 months later showed consolidation of the tendon with still visible postoperative changes. The echo-free zone corresponding to peritendinous fluid could no longer be detected by ultrasound. The only findings were unspecific echo changes corresponding to the surgical scar. The tendon was still visibly thickened. Upon completion of treatment, all patients resumed their sports activities with no problems.

**DISCUSSION**

The use of ultrasound for evaluation of patients with prior tendon injuries requires a high level of operator skill. Fresh partial ruptures are detected by experienced examiners in 100% of cases. However, this applies primarily to distal ruptures, and secondly to lateral, medial, and dorsal ruptures, that is, to those that lead to breaks in the continuity of the tendon at the typical site. Intratendinous changes in echo texture in the proximal part of the Achilles tendon have been described, but their clinical relevance is uncertain. Such changes were found in three of five cases in our patient population. Some authors interpret this finding as an unfavourable prognostic factor for the later development of a complete rupture of the Achilles tendon.

Although partial rupture of the Achilles tendon is a frequent cause of chronic Achilles tendon symptoms, the overall occurrence of intratendinous ruptures is rare. The incidence in our patient population was also very low (1.6%). Corticosteroid injections are associated with dual event ruptures. One of our patients with a partial rupture of the proximal Achilles tendon had had such an injection. The good sonographic detectability of these tendon injuries is likely due to the extensiveness of the changes. In particular, the fluid within the tendon could still be visualised well because the re-rupture was relatively fresh. In the case of our patient, one can assume that the rupture occurred as a result of two events, the last of which took place only a few days previously. The presence of scarring makes it much more difficult to detect these changes by ultrasound.

Epidemiological data on the incidence of intratendinous ruptures is lacking. However, when accompanied by an acute worsening of clinical symptoms, partial ruptures can be diagnosed based on their characteristic ultrasound features, especially when there is fluid surrounding and infiltrating the tendon. Sonomorphologic changes in echo texture, tendon thickening, and changes in the peritendineum are relatively unspecific signs that are associated with chronic
tendinopathies. The hypoechoic lesions generally observed on the lower surface of the tendon seem to be more specific. All in all, sonomorphologic parameters can, in our opinion, only suggest the diagnosis of a partial rupture of the Achilles tendon. Since the clinical features of these partial ruptures are also unspecific, one should not rely solely on the sparse findings of ultrasound alone when attempting to assess the need for surgery. MRI is able to provide an unequivocal diagnosis, especially when T2 weighed images enhanced by intravenous contrast medium are obtained.\(^\text{13}\) This procedure makes it possible to identify zones of increased signal intensity corresponding to zones of necrosis and fluid with a very high level of accuracy. Likewise, it is also possible to differentiate between oedema and fibrotic tissue, which is helpful in therapeutic decision making. By comparing the efficacy of MRI and ultrasound in diagnosing chronic Achilles tendon injuries, some authors\(^\text{13}\) demonstrated the superiority of MRI and others the superiority of ultrasound\(^\text{16}\) in these indications.

Because there is little experience with the sonographic assessment of such tendon disorders, magnetic resonance images should be obtained to confirm the sonographic diagnosis and determine which form of treatment is appropriate. This is especially important when treating high performance athletes as surgical treatment is more likely to be preferred.

**CONCLUSIONS**

When dealing with older injuries, the ultrasound findings can support the diagnosis of an intratendinous partial rupture of the Achilles tendon. These findings are sufficient grounds for ordering additional tests to confirm or refute the tentative sonographic diagnosis. The known advantages of ultrasound (dynamical assessment potential, wide availability, favourable time and cost factors, examination by the operator, ability to carry out follow-up examinations) are important considerations. We therefore recommend ultrasound in such indications but, because of the lack of experience with ultrasound in these cases, we order a supplementary MRI evaluation for definitive presurgical assessment of any suspected case of intratendinous partial rupture of the proximal Achilles tendon. To what extent high frequency ultrasound transducers may be superior to conventional transducers in daily practice and whether the findings obtained using such transducers may make it possible to dispense with the need for MRI in the future must be assessed in further studies. We have had good experience with high frequency transducers in cases where the Achilles tendon lies very near the surface and expect that this procedure will yield added benefits for daily routine evaluation of numerous Achilles tendinopathies.
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The material presented highlights a clinical problem that is frequently encountered in athletes. Ultrasonography seems to be a valid screening method for Achilles tendon pathologies: it provides the advantage of “dynamic” imaging and thus may visualise the clinical findings, especially if the clinician (orthopaedic surgeon) is personally performing the ultrasound assessment. However, the method may have limitations, so the authors are cautious and recommend preoperative verification by MRI after sonographic screening in cases that are scheduled for surgery.
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